Abstract. It is shown that, for any pair of cardinals with infinite sum, there exist a group and an equation over this group such that the first cardinal is the number of solutions to this equation and the second cardinal is the number of non-solutions. A countable torsion-free nontopologizable group is constructed.
Introduction
Main Theorem. There exist a finitely generated torsion-free group H and an equation wðxÞ ¼ 1 over H (this means that wðxÞ A H Ã hxi y ) such that the set of solutions to this equation consists of all elements of H except one:
fh A H j wðhÞ 0 1g ¼ f1g:
Remark. The Lö wenheim-Skolem theorem implies that the words 'finitely generated' in the main theorem can be replaced by the words 'of arbitrary infinite cardinality' (since if (1) is valid in a group H, then it is also valid in, for example, all ultrapowers of H and in all subgroups of ultrapowers containing the diagonal).
Since the set of solutions to an equation is closed in any Hausdor¤ group topology, we obtain the following corollary, which answers a question of P. I. Kirku [7, Question 1.4].
Corollary. There exists a non-trivial countable torsion-free group admitting no nondiscrete Hausdor¤ group topology.
Note that, by Markov's theorem [2] , the complement to an element in any countable non-topologizable group has a decomposition as a finite union of the sets of solutions to some equations. In the known examples of infinite countable nontopologizable groups, these decompositions have the following forms:
and its modifications ½3Þ; Gnfg 1 ; . . . ; g 2n g ¼ fg A G j ½g; a n ¼ 1g ðexamples from ½6Þ:
Here g i and a are some fixed elements of the corresponding group G, and the number n in both cases is large (at least 665) and odd. We note that Ol'shanskii's example is a central quotient of a group constructed by Adyan [1] . The decomposition (1) is the simplest possible. However, the equation wðxÞ ¼ 1 constructed in the proof of the Main Theorem is much more complicated than the equations x n ¼ a and ½x; a n ¼ 1 from the earlier known examples of countable non-topologizable groups (see equations ð2Þ and ð3Þ below). Note also that Ol'shanskii's example and its modifications are periodic (the examples of Morris and Obraztsov [3] also have all proper subgroups cyclic). The examples from [6] have torsion, but are not periodic. In [6] , it was shown that any countable group can be embedded in some such example.
It is natural to ask what values the cardinality of the set of solutions to an equation in a group and the cardinality of the complement to this set can take. The following fact can easily be derived from the Main Theorem. Theorem 1. For any two cardinals s and n at least one of which is infinite, there exists a group G (of cardinality s þ nÞ and an equation uðxÞ ¼ 1 over G such that precisely s elements of G are solutions to this equation and precisely n elements of G are not solutions to this equation.
Remark. The condition that one of the cardinals is infinite cannot be omitted. For example, it is easy to see that, in the group of order three, no equation has exactly two solutions.
2 Ol'shanskii's approach to constructing groups with prescribed properties A graded presentation is a group presentation GðyÞ ¼ hAjRi with some filtration on the set of relators:
Relators from R i nR iÀ1 are called relators of rank i, and the presentation hAjR i i is denoted by GðiÞ and considered as a graded presentation (in which we take R j ¼ R i for j > i).
Following [5] , we say that a graded presentation GðyÞ without periodic relations satisfies condition R (with parameters a; h; d, and n) if, for each i, there exists a set X i J F ¼ hAjqi of words (called the periods of rank i) such that (1) the length of each word from X i is i and no word from X i is conjugate in Gði À 1Þ to a power of a word of smaller length;
(2) if X and Y are di¤erent words from X i , then X is not conjugate to Y G1 in Gði À 1Þ;
and the following conditions hold:
. the words T k are not equal in Gði À 1Þ to words of smaller length, and jT k j < di; R4. T k B hAi in the group Gði À 1Þ; R5. the word R is not a proper power in the free group, and if
is a cyclic subword of R with l d a À1 À 4, and VV 1 and VV 2 are cyclic shifts of R, then 
. . . ; l in the group Gði À 1Þ, then R 0 1 R, V 0 1 V , and V is not a subword of the cyclic word R À1 .
In the book [5] , one can find many useful properties of presentations with condition R. We need some of these properties. Lemma 1. If a graded presentation GðyÞ satisfies condition R for a su‰ciently small number a and su‰ciently large numbers h; d, and n ð1 f a À1 f h f d f nÞ, then
(1) all abelian subgroup of the group GðyÞ are cyclic;
(2) the group GðyÞ is torsion-free; (4) if A; B and C are non-identity elements of the group GðyÞ and X is an element such that X À1 AXB and C are conjugate in GðyÞ, then the double coset hAiX hBi contains an element X 0 of length smaller than
(here square brackets denote the integer part of a number);
(5) if a word X represents the identity element of GðyÞ, then X ¼ 1 in the group hA j fR A R j jRj < ð1 À aÞ À1 jX jgi;
(6) if elements X and ZXZ À1 commute in GðyÞ, then X and Z commute in GðyÞ.
Proof. All of these properties were proved in [5] . Assertion (1) Take a su‰ciently large even number h and an integer n g h. As the alphabet A, we take the set of letters fa; b; c 1 ; c 2 ; . . . ; c h g. Let F be the free group with basis A.
Let us define the presentation GðiÞ ¼ hAjR i i for i > 2 assuming that the presentation Gði À 1Þ ¼ hAjR iÀ1 i is already defined. As the set of periods of rank i, we take some set X i H F of words of length i satisfying the following conditions:
(1) no word from X i is conjugate in Gði À 1Þ to a word of smaller length; (2) di¤erent words from X i are not conjugate in Gði À 1Þ to each other or to inverses of each other; (3) each word from X i equals ab in Gði À 1Þ=ð½Gði À 1Þ; Gði À 1Þhc 1 c 2 . . . c h iÞ; (4) the set X i is maximal among all sets satisfying conditions (1), (2) and (3).
Let us define a set Y i; j; Z J F , where j ¼ 1; . . . ; h and Z A Gði À 1Þ, as the set of all minimal words (i.e. not equal to words of smaller length) in Gði À 1Þ of length less than di representing the element Zc j Z À1 in Gði À 1Þ. Finally, we set
where T i is a maximal set of pairwise non-conjugate words in Gði À 1Þ of the form Therefore the periods are not proper powers and conditions (1), (2), R1, R2 and R3 hold by the construction. Condition R4 obviously holds, even modulo the commutator subgroup. It is well known that a long common subword of two words of the form A n must be consistent; hence the violation of condition R5 implies that either one of the words T j lies in hAi or two words T j with di¤erent subscripts j lie in the same double coset with respect to hAi. But neither of these two possibilities is realized, even modulo the commutator subgroup.
Suppose that condition R6 does not hold. We have an equality of the form
Considering this equality modulo the commutator subgroup, we conclude that
, we see that c j commutes with Z À1 A p Z 0 in Gði À 1Þ. By the induction, we can assume that the presentation Gði À 1Þ satisfies condition R; in particular, commuting elements of Gði À 1Þ must lie in the same cyclic subgroup (by Lemma 1); since c j is not a proper power (even modulo the commutator subgroup), we obtain an equality of the form
But the violation of condition R6 for GðiÞ means that similar equalities hold in Gði À 1Þ for many numbers j. Considering two such equalities
(with j 0 j 1 ) modulo the commutator subgroup, we obtain that k ¼ 0, i.e. Z 0 A hAiZ and the words R and R 0 represent conjugate elements of the group Gði À 1Þ. By construction, this means that R 1 R 0 . r
Proof of the Main Theorem
Lemma 3. For each element g of the commutator subgroup of H and each word A conjugate in H to the element g À1 agb, there exists a word Z of length at most
Proof. By Lemma 1(4), we have ja p gb r j < jAj þ 2 for some integers p and r; here and in what follows, j Á j denotes the length of an element in H ¼ GðyÞ. But considering the element a p gb r modulo the commutator subgroup, we see that ja p gb r j d jpj þ jrj, and therefore jgj c jpj þ jrj þ ja p gb r j c 2ja p gb r j < 2jAj þ 4 and jg À1 agbj < 4jAj þ 10:
The second inequality and Lemma 1(3) imply that there exists an element Z such that
over the group H.
Lemma 4. In the group H, any non-identity element of the commutator subgroup is a solution to equation (2), while the identity element is not a solution to this equation.
Proof. The inequality vð1Þ 0 1 follows from Lemma 1(5), because vð1Þ 0 1 in the free group, the length of each relator R of the group H is at least 3ðn À d À 2Þh, and
Now let us show that any non-identity element g of the commutator subgroup of H is a solution to equation (2) . Let u A F be a word of minimal length representing an element conjugate to g À1 agb. If juj c 2, then either u ¼ ab or u ¼ ba (it su‰ces to consider u modulo the commutator subgroup). By Lemma 1(4) the element u is conjugate to an element of the formg g À1 ag gb, whereg g A haighbi and jg gj < 3. Consideringg g modulo the commutator subgroup, we see thatg
The first four cases are impossible, because they imply that g A haihbi V ½H; H ¼ f1g:
To verify that the equalityg g ¼ b G1 a G1 is impossible, it is su‰cient to consider the relationg g À1 ag gb @ u @ ab modulo the normal subgroup 5c 1 ; . . . ; c h 6 generated by fc 1 ; . . . ; c h g, since the group GðyÞ=5c 1 ; . . . ; c h 6 is free with basis fa; bg.
We have shown that juj > 2. But in this case u is conjugate to a period A of rank juj (by the definition of the set X juj ). By Lemma 3 we have Z À1 AZ ¼ g À1 agb for some word Z of length at most 1 3 djAj. Therefore, for each index j ¼ 1; . . . ; h, some minimal word T j representing the element Zc j Z À1 in Gðjuj À 1Þ has length smaller than djAj, and hence, by the construction of H, the word
j n is conjugate to one of the relators of GðjujÞ. This completes the proof of the lemma. r
Lemma 5. The set of solutions to the equation
over H is Hnf1g.
Proof. Since a is not a proper power (modulo the commutator subgroup), Lemma 1 implies that ½a; g 0 1 for g B hai. Therefore, by Lemma 4, all elements of H not lying in hai are solutions to (3) . For the same reasons, all elements of H not lying in hbi are solutions to (3). But hai V hbi ¼ f1g, which can be easily verified by considering again the quotient group by the commutator subgroup. It remains to prove that the identity element is not a solution to (3). Otherwise we have ½c 1 vð1Þc Lemma 5 is now proven, and the Main Theorem follows, because, by Lemma 1, the group H is torsion-free. r
Proof of Theorem 1
If either n ¼ 0, s ¼ 0, or s ¼ 1, then the 'equations' 1 ¼ 1, g ¼ 1 (where g is a nontrivial element of the group), and x ¼ 1 over a group of suitable cardinality obviously have the required properties. If 1 < s c n, then as G we can take the free product of any abelian group A of cardinality s and any group B of cardinality n. It is easy to see that the set of solutions to the equation xa ¼ ax, where a A Anf1g, is A. Thus the number of solutions is s, and the number of non-solutions is n (because n is infinite and not smaller than s).
If s > n > 0, then as a G we can take the direct product of any group K of cardinality n and a group H of cardinality s, whose existence is asserted by the Main Theorem and the remark after it. The equation wðxÞ ¼ 1 from the Main Theorem has the required property. Indeed, equation (3) constructed in the proof of the main theorem has zero exponent sum in x; hence the set of solutions to this equation in the group G ¼ H Â K is ðHnf1gÞ Â K, and the set of non-solutions is f1g Â K. This implies the assertion of the theorem.
